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Accepted: 28 August 2019 Industrial engineers gather knowledge during their bachelor studies through lectures and
practical classes. The goal of practical class might be an extension of knowledge and/or a
consolidation and application of already gathered knowledge. It is observed that there exists
a gap between theory learnt during lectures and practical classes. If practical classes require
holistic approach and solving complex tasks (problems), students strive with understanding
relations and connections between parts of knowledge. The aim of this article is to show an
example of a simple practical assignment that can serve as a bridge between lectures and
practical classes through discussion of interactions and relations between parts of theoretical
knowledge. It is an example of in-class simulating of a line and cellular layout considering
discussion of elements impacting and impacted by the type of layout (e.g. learning curve,
changeovers, etc.). In-class verification of the presented approach confirmed its usability for
teaching industrial engineers and bridging the gap between theory delivered through lectures
and more advanced practical classes.
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Introduction

Industrial engineering is covering wide range of
topics and activities. It is multidisciplinary, or even
transdisciplinary, area. Therefore, it is crucial to un-
derstand relations and impacts between sub-areas of
industrial engineering interest. This make industrial
engineering education very challenging. Traditional-
ly, lectures should provide students with knowledge,
which later is applied during practical classes. On-
ly limited part of theory may be effectively deliv-
ered by lectures, especially when considering indus-
trial engineering, which is practical and interdisci-
plinary of its nature. Nitkiewicz and Ayen [1] iden-
tified key criteria in development of industrial en-
gineering curricula through literature review. Those
criteria are general program, educational methods
and tools, cooperation and networks, industry-based
training, competences and skills, and quality assur-
ance and accreditation. There are no crisp bound-

aries between categories, which are overlapping (Ta-
ble 1).

One interesting approach is the use of LEGO
bricks are popular tool in practical teaching line
balancing problem [2]. Such approach is very use-
ful to train not only particular engineering skills as
balancing, but also to train transferable skills, such
as multidisciplinary work (e.g. including elements of
software engineering and programming) and team-
work. This also enables flipped classroom approach,
where active learning is applied and students spend
more in-class time on problem-finding, collaboration,
problem-solving [3]. There are also other interest-
ing sophisticated concepts and applications of new
technologies in industrial engineering education. It is
noteworthy to mention educational games [4], mod-
elling and simulations with their benefits in educa-
tion. Efforts are also focused on introduction of:

• sustainability concepts into industrial engineering
education [5–7],
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• work-based learning [8],
• project-based learning [7, 9],
• developing business expertise [10],
• internationalization and frequent short mobility
increase [7],

• distance learning [11, 12],
• learning factories [13].

Table 1
Development criteria for industrial engineering curricula

based on Nitkiewicz and Ayen [2].

Criteria Examples

General
program

Cooperative and participative educa-
tion

Industry 4.0 and digitisation para-
digms inclusion

Outcome-based education structure

Sustainability inclusion, triple bottom
line paradigm inclusion

Methods
and tools

Case studies

Experimental, problem based, project
based, experiential learning, design
thinking

Flipped classroom

Interactive tools, VR/AR

Learning/teaching factories

Participative education

Simulation modelling

Sustainability assessment tools

Cooperation
and networks

Cooperative and participative educa-
tion

Experience sharing

Internationalision

Telecollaboration

Industry based
training

Cooperative training

Evaluation of competences and skills

Industrial talks and study visits

Industry-based theses and projects

Competences
and skills

Industry-based evaluation

Transferable skills, including “soft”
skills (p.e. communication and lan-
guage) ICT and software skills manag-
ing innovation skills project manage-
ment skills

Quality
assurance and
accreditation

Benchmarking of accreditation and
quality assurance systems

Certifying and adapting quality man-
agement systems

Qualification frameworks (national,
european)

Students are unaware of the industrial engineer-
ing field and does not recognize its transdisciplinary
character. Dagget and Alptekin [14] pointed that the
reason for this lack of knowledge is the complexity
and variety (from banks and other services to differ-
ent manufacturing industries) of industrial engineer-
ing applications.

All those mentioned efforts address issues of com-
plexity, what is very immanent to industrial engi-
neering as the educational, professional and occupa-
tional area. Therefore, an approach presented in the
following sections also relates to complexity. Obvi-
ously, single exercise, nor even subject, cannot ad-
dress all the mentioned approaches. It has to em-
bedded and fit into the whole curriculum. Howev-
er, the novelty lays in addressing introductory class-
es and bridging theoretical (lectures) with practical
(labs/exercises/projects) parts of classes and pre-
sentation of ready for use educational materials.
Presented approach addresses directly methods and
tools, and competences and skills from the set of cri-
teria identified by Nitkiewicz and Ayen [2]. It also
incorporates some principles of project-based learn-
ing and experiential learning.

Methodology

The overall methodology of the research consist-
ed of consecutive steps (Fig. 1). The assumptions
founding the presented exercise lays in cognitivism
and it is assumed that cognition is the key for un-
derstanding. The learner is assumed to be learning
not only the content, but also how to manipulate the
environment. The student becomes the active sub-
ject of learning. The student experiments, research-
es, divulges, concludes and develops reasoning. The
knowledge is assimilated through the intermediary
of tasks, and learning is motivated through activi-
ty [16].

Fig. 1. Methodology.

General context of the task was defined consider-
ing such factors as:

• course degree (level),
• alumni profile,
• course curriculum, and
• subject curriculum.

Details of the task were analyzed considering:

• subject curriculum,
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• especially lacking connections between its the-
oretical (lectures) and practical (labs/pro-
jects/exercises) parts.
Defined tasks were verified in classes. Data col-

lection was the consecutive step and that resulted
in categorization of possible topics and relations be-
tween knowledge areas to be addressed. Students
personal reflections were analyzed in the last step to
assess, if the goal of defined approach was achieved.
The whole process was also controlled by feedback
loops to apply findings into tasks definitions.
The main goal of presented approach was to illus-

trate how lectures and practical classes in the field of
industrial engineering could be bridged using simple
in-class tasks. For this purpose, a three-fold approach
was adopted:
• Representative topic was selected;
• Educational task was designed;
• Educational task was verified in four different
groups (two curricula of bachelor level, full-time
and part-time).
Groups were consisted of 14–16 students.

Results

General context of tasks

General approach presented in the article was
adopted from Daggett and Alptekin [14], who pro-
posed simple in-class practical training to discover
and discuss differences and contexts of line and cel-
lular layout design. They discussed arguments that
their approach is valid for high school students, who
do not recognize industrial engineering and its ap-
plications. However, in the context of Polish edu-
cation system, it is hardly possible to apply such
application-oriented classes in high schools. There-
fore, the approach may be valid in the early edu-
cation at bachelor level in industrial-oriented study
curricula, especially such as management and pro-
duction engineering. It also can support basic or-
ganization and production management subjects in
bachelor (of engineering) curricula, which are not in-
dustrial engineering, but relate to it e.g. machines
construction.
The goal of presented task was to illustrate differ-

ences between cellular and line layout. It is assumed
that presented task serves as simple illustrative ex-
ample to the part of lectures dedicated to layout de-
sign. Students are taught about different types of
layouts [15] and their use including:
• product-oriented layouts,
• process-oriented layouts,
• fixed position layouts, and
• hybrid layouts.

The selection of topic was done in a way, that
the task is valid for different bachelor curricula and
may be verified in different bachelor groups i.e. man-
agement and production engineering, mechanics and
machines construction.
Proposed exercise is an extension of the lecture

and way to memorize knowledge. The goal is to sim-
ulate and illustrate basic differences resulting from
adopting line layout versus cellular layout design. At
the same time, it is also introduction to more ad-
vanced practical classes on layout design including
such topics as grouping parts, design of line layout,
design of cellular layout, workstation design, line bal-
ancing, etc.

Details of tasks

Tasks were adopted from Daggett and Alptekin
[14]. Students are asked to form two teams i.e. eight
people and four people. Team of eight students is
assigned to a line layout and the other team (four
students) forms a cellular layout. The definition of
industrial engineering is understood as a “product”
and handwriting using colored pens is understood as
a “technology” (Fig. 2). The goal of presented ex-
ercise is to produce four handwritten definitions of
industrial engineering per team, so altogether eight
papers with rewritten definition are produced in the
first run (Fig. 3). Then teams are asked to perform
second run and produce 16 pieces per team (32 pieces
altogether) (Fig. 4).
First student in the group, which form the line

layout, writes only the first line of the definition
on the first blank page, then pass this page to the
second student sitting next to him, and then starts
writing the first line of the second page. She/he
writes her/his line on 4 pages (1st run) and 16 pages
(2nd run).
Second student in the line layout, starts writing

when the first page is delivered to her/him by the
first student. She/he writes only the second line of
the definition, and then pass the page to the third
student. Then she/he starts writing on the next page
delivered by the first student as soon as possible.
She/he writes her/his part on each page delivered by
the previous student. Third student works analogi-
cally to the second, i.e. she/her writes only 3rd line
of the definition on each page received, starts writ-
ing as soon as the first page is delivered, and starts
writing on next pages as soon as possible. This logic
is applicable also to 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th student
in the line layout. Last student works also analogi-
cally but puts finished pages on the finished goods
pile (any designated area). Each student is equipped
with the pen of appropriate color regarding the color
of the part of the definition, that she/her rewrites.
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Fig. 2. “Product” and “technology”.

Fig. 3. Line layout and cell layout – first run, 8 pieces (4+4).

Fig. 4. Line layout and cell layout – second run, 32 pieces (16+16).

Fig. 5. “Product” and “technology” – for limited number of students [colour online].
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Each student, who form the cellular layout, is
equipped with the full set of four color pens (black,
blue, green, red). Each of them, rewrites the whole
definition at once, line by line as listed on Fig. 2,
changing pens between consecutive lines. In the first
run, each of the four student rewrites one whole de-
finition (4 pages in total per group), while in the
second run she/he rewrites the definition four times
on separate pages (16 pages in total per group).
Before first run, students are asked, what do they

need to organize themselves accordingly, what will be
their logistics, workstation design, equipment, etc.
Before first and second run a question is asked,

which team (line or cell) will be faster. Majority of
answers is that line should be faster, both for 1st
and 2nd run. All instructions are pictorial and fol-
low rules of visualization (Figs 2–5).
The minimum class time required to execute the

exercise for two teams (minimum 14 students i.e.
line team – 8 students + timekeeper, cell team –
4 students + timekeeper) is 90 minutes. Necessary
resources for the basic version of the task are listed
in Table 2.
Depending on available class time and the num-

ber of students, the number of teams may be multi-
plied, or tasks may be modified to balance the size of
a group and class duration and to extend/limit du-
ration of the exercise or to enable its execution with
less/more numerous groups (Fig. 5).

Table 2
Necessary resources – basic task.

Resource LINE CELL Sum

Pens

2 black 4 black 6 black

2 blue 4 blue 6 blue

2 green 4 green 6 green

2 red 4 red 6 red

Students
8 workers 4 workers

14
1 timekeeper 1 timekeeper

Blank papers
4 (1st run) 4 (1st run)

40
16 (2nd run) 16 (2nd run)

Table 3
Results of exemplary groups – batch 4 pcs.

Group
LINE [min] CELL [min]

1st piece last piece 1st piece last piece

1 3:00 3:56 2:37 3:20

2 2:55 4:01 2:40 3:25

3 3:06 4:04 2:44 3:32

4 2:50 3:50 2:35 3:35

Average 2:57 3:57 2:39 3:29

Both sets of “products” and “technologies”
(Figs 2 and 5) were verified in class. Both delivered

expected results i.e. manufacturing of 4 pieces per
team is faster applying cell layout and manufactur-
ing of 16 pieces per team is faster applying line layout
(Tables 3 and 4).

Table 4

Results of exemplary groups – batch 16 pcs.

Group
LINE [min] CELL [min]

1st piece last piece 1st piece last piece

1 2:40 8:06 9:20 11:30

2 2:30 8:00 9:25 11:20

3 2:45 8:15 9:45 11:50

4 2:26 7:55 9:15 11:45

Average 2:35 8:04 9:27 11:33

Discussion

Results were discussed with students. The focus
was moderated on answering general questions: why
cell was faster in the first run and why line was faster
in the second run? Results of the first run were not in
line with predictions of majority of students. There-
fore, they had to challenge question, what is the rea-
son of their mistake.

Students needed to understand the meaning of
startup period in case of a line, what makes it less
productive in the 1st run. The advantages of high-
er number of workers in the line layout and no
changeovers (each student in a line operates only
one pen to write its own part of a definition) were
less significant than the impact of the startup and
lead time for the 1st piece. There was also no mo-
ment, when all the line members are working in the
same time (four workers are working in the same time
when line is fully filled with work in progress). This
implied a decrease of workers productivity as they
were unoccupied for the significant part of the whole
batch lead time. Results of the 2nd run are opposite
to the 1st run. Cellular layout delivered batch of 16
pieces significantly later than the line. This situation
originated from a significant waste of changeover in
the cell. Each product needed seven changeovers (see
Fig. 2). Productivity and throughput were discussed
concerning differences between line and cellular lay-
out.

Other topics that were discussed included learn-
ing curve and power law. Learning was faster for
the case of line layout comparing to the cell, what
was achieved through job simplification. On the oth-
er hand, job simplification has some contras, that can
be discussed on example of quality. Tasks assigned to
students in the line were to simple, what is routine
and is error prone. Job enrichment might be a solu-
tion for this problem. On the other hand, tasks as-
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signed to students in cellular layout were too large,
so the learning (experience) curve in this case was
significantly worse. This analysis may be support-
ed by data, calculation of learning rate, forecasting
times for i-th piece, etc. Another topic to be dis-
cussed with groups was product quality and process
stability. This can be discussed by eye-ball compar-
ison of repeatability of final products (definitions),
which was better for the line, as each worker in the
cell had different handwriting style.
Students paid a lot of attention to changeovers

and possible improvements to limit their times in the
case of cellular layout. This was discussed consider-
ing assumptions of SMED (Single Minute Exchange
of Die) technique.
Some of the other proposed improvements and

issues were tackling:
• Workplace design concerning:

– Sitting position,

– Vision type of work,

– Intermediate storage of work in progress (pa-
pers),

– Storage of tools (pens), etc.;

• Visual management (recognition) of tools;
• Changeover decrease by:

– Preparation of tools in advance,

– Division into external and internal activities
as known from SMED technique (e.g. taking
pen caps off),

– Placing pens just in sequence, design of tool-
ing fixtures (pen holders);

• New tool – multicolor pen;
• Technology improvement related to workplace de-
sign (placing model definition in front of student
instead of displaying from overhead beamer);

• Constraints in a line;
• Calculation of takt time and its relation to iden-
tified constraint in a line;

• Line balancing (equal parts of definition to be
rewritten);

• U-shape line possibilities;
• Robotization;
• Role of standardization concerning:

– Improvements,

– Takt time,

– Line balancing;

• Technology upgrade (e.g. copying, typing plus
printing).
The presented list is compiled from all the groups.

However, it is the role of the teacher to raise top-
ics, which were not noticed by students themselves.

It has to be mentioned, that the tutor also needs
to tailor the scope of discussion depending on the
knowledge, which is assumed to be delivered upfront
of discussed exercise, considering lectures related to
the given course, but also other courses in the cur-
riculum. Therefore, in fact this simple exercise may
serve as an illustration of many topics simultaneous-
ly, but the knowledge has to be delivered upfront.

The above discussed list of topical areas may be
extended accordingly to interests of involved stu-
dents. Conclusion should include relations between
product volumes, product variety, specialization of
organizational (manufacturing) unit and type of lay-
out.

There were no significant differences observed be-
tween groups. Each group made similar observations
and elaborated similar proposal as a group. All ex-
pected problems (when designing tasks) were ad-
dressed and discussed by each group. This confirms
some repeatability of achieved educational effects in
terms of illustrating relations between different types
of layout.

Conclusion

Presented practical exercise is an example of
a simple task, which can be utilized to show inter-
relations and complexity of industrial engineering.
This may serve as a good bridge between lectures and
practical (more advanced) classes, as it allows discus-
sion of many topics, their connections and somehow
may summarize (in a simple and fast manner) a set
of topics theoretically covered during lectures. Exe-
cution of the task and interviews with students con-
firmed its potential to introduce holistic approach
and understanding of its meaning among students.
Presented example is just one of many possibilities.
There is big potential in creation of such simple and
costless exercises or extending it. For example, sim-
ple stopwatch, time and motion study may be in-
cluded in presented class or it may be presented on
example of building (assembling) constructions from
bricks. The latter case may also include design of
a process, workplace design and line balancing. Ob-
viously, those activities are not an alternative for ad-
vanced tools like simulation modelling, etc. Howev-
er, they can serve as a bridge between lectures (illus-
trating and summarizing them) and advanced practi-
cal classes (being introductory for them). Therefore,
this is possible way to increase students’ prepared-
ness to advanced practical classes by raising their
understanding of the industrial engineering comple-
xity.
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